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PCRPPD Adds Electric Vehicle to Fleet
By Wade Rahn
On September 22, 2020, two PCRPPD
employees made the trek to Kansas City,
MO, to take delivery of the newest
vehicle in our fleet, a 2020 Tesla Model
3.
Before we go any further, let’s address
the elephant in the room. “Wait a
minute…the REA bought a Tesla!?!
Aren’t those really expensive?”, is a
sentiment that some customers have
expressed already. In short, yes, some
Tesla’s are $100,000+ cars, but the
Model 3 is competitively priced when
compared to an Impala or Fusion.
This vehicle's buying process started
approximately two months prior when
the District was awarded a $16,000
grant from the Nebraska Environmental
Trust and NCEA to purchase an electric
vehicle of our choosing. We started by
identifying all the elective vehicles (EV)
on the market, in which nine different
models were found. Next, we assessed
our needs for the car, which we
identified as a vehicle with enough range
of 250-300 miles between charges,
something that was affordable, and an
EV that our customers could see
themselves driving daily. When
comparing the needs to the vehicles
available on the market, five came to the
top of the list, Tesla’s Model Y and
Model 3, Nissan Leaf, Chevy Bolt, and
the Audi E-Tron. Next, we scheduled
test drives of all the models. After we
evaluated all the models, the Tesla

Model 3 was the clear choice with it
boasting 322 miles of range, and the
appearance of a traditional vehicle, along
with its cost being similar to its internal
combustion counterparts. Phil Burke,
PCRPPD General Manager, stated: “The
Tesla is something we can be excited
about and we can see our customers
using. It has the range, it's affordable,
and it isn't a tin box on a scooter”.

The car's all-in purchase price was
$48.290.00, but with the $16,000 grant
we received, the out of pocket expense
was $32,290. Additionally, electric
vehicles are very economical to operate
as the EPA estimate for the Model 3 is
3.84 miles per kWh, which would be the
equivalent of 2.3 cents per mile driven.
When comparing this vehicle to an
internal combustion vehicle that gets 28
MPG and $2.25 for a gallon of gas,
costing 8.0 cents per mile to operate.
Continued on Page 3
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Clean Diesel Irrigation Pump Rebate

T

he Nebraska Department of
Environment and Energy’s 2019
Clean Diesel Rebate Program is now
accepting applications for agricultural
irrigation pump diesel engine
replacements. Applications must be
submitted to NDEE by January 22,
2021, to be considered.
Funding will assist farmers with the
replacement of irrigation pump diesel
engines with electric equipment.
Diesel engines may be replaced with
an electric motor to power a surface

pump or by connecting an existing
submersible pump directly to the
electric grid. NDEE will reimburse
60% of the cost of the electrical
equipment, installation, and required
electric line extension up to a
maximum of $20,000. NDEE
anticipates funding twenty irrigation
engine rebates.

Current Diesel
Engine Horsepower

Current Engine
Model Year

0-50

2006 & Newer

51-300

1996 & Newer

301

1986 & Newer

•The current diesel engine must be in
Engine eligibility is based on the operating condition and have operated
current engine model year and at least 250 hours per year over the
horsepower, as shown in the following past three years.
table.
•The diesel engine must be replaced
with an electric motor or, if the engine
powers a generator that runs a
submersible pump, by directly
connecting the submersible pump to
the electrical grid.
•The replaced diesel engine must be
disabled (scrapped).
•NDEE will reimburse 60% of the
cost of the electric motor, installation,
and/or required electrical
infrastructure (including electric line
extension) up to a maximum rebate of
$20,000.
•Each operator may apply for a
maximum of one rebate for one
engine.
•Preference will be given to projects
in the following EPA-designated
priority counties: Buffalo, Dodge,
Douglas, Gage, Jefferson, Keith,
Lancaster, Lincoln, Platte, and Scotts
Bluff.
•Applications will be evaluated on the
basis of the public health benefit and
the amount and cost-effectiveness of
the emissions reduction (determined
by NDEE from the annual hours of
operation, fuel use, and estimated
remaining years of service of the
replaced engine).
•More information and application
materials can be found at: http://
dee.ne.gov/publica.nsf/pages/17-016

A fundamental principal of
Public Power lies in the voice of
customers through voting.

We encourage all registered voters
participate in the election on
November 3, 2020 to let your
voice be heard.

•Should you have any questions, please
contact PCRPPD at (402) 764-4381 or
the Nebraska Clean Diesel Rebate
Coordinator at (402) 471-4272 or
NDEQ.airquality@nebraska.gov.
NDEQ.airquality@nebraska.gov.
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Electric Vehicle

Continued from Page 1

An additional savings is there is no regular
maintenance such as oil changes that
would drive up the cost per mile by
approximately 1.5 cents per mile for a gaspowered car.

We plan for this car to be out at public
events and to better educate our customers
on the in’s and out’s of owning an EV.
Much is very comparable to a traditional
vehicle, but there are differences, namely
with the charging of the vehicle and trip
When running the numbers on the planning.
vehicle's cost, savings in “fuel” and
maintenance financially, this purchase In the next few years, we anticipate that
EVs will become mainstream as more
made great economic sense.
manufacturers are slated to release their
With us owning a Model 3, we can different EVs, adding to the number of
educate our customers on the benefits of models available and adding other types
owning an EV as most people know they of vehicles such as pickups and SUVs.
exist, but few have had a chance to see one
up close and experience it. In the past, Burke remarked, “We fully intend to put
when EV’s have been brought up, the this through the paces by including it in
initial reaction is “they are just a big golf our fleet and driving to meetings and daily
cart,” “an EV wouldn’t work for me activities. Within a year, we will have
because of the size or range,” or “they are some real-world experience rather than
too expensive and not practical.” Some of just reading about it online. Additionally,
that mindset can initially be changed by we will know how an EV will react in the
seeing this vehicle in person and snow, ice, and rain, along with the effects
experiencing a ride. “I have yet to see of extreme hot and cold temperatures,
someone after a ride in this car and not which have been concerns of potential EV
step out with a big grin. This car is owners in Nebraska.”
something to experience,” commented If you would like more information on our
Burke.
Model 3, have questions about EV’s in

general, or would like to learn about what
incentives we have available to purchase
one, please contact Wade Rahn,
PCRPPD’s Customer Service Director, at
(402) 764-4381
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